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3rd International Congress o:f AgricultLU'al lluseW11a 

Budapest, 19-23 April, 1971 

Before the formal opening of the Congress on the 19th April 1971, the 75 
year's jubilee celebration of the foundation of Hungarian Agricultural Musewa 
had taken place in the assembly hall of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. �ter 
the inaugural address of Mr G.LANG, President of the section for agricultural 
sciences of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the activity and iaportance of the 
Hungarian Agricultlll'al MuseUlll was appreciated by Mr I.GERGELY, Deputy-Minister 
of .Agriculture and Food. Mr L.VLCSKO, director general of the Museum, gave a 
survey of the past 75 years o:f the institute. Hereupon, the jubilant Muaeua was 
addressed by Mr H.DE VARINE-BOHAH, director of the International Council o:f Jlu
seUllls (ICOK), ties R.FRIN, delegate of the UNESCO, Mr J .B.SESTAN, delegate ot' 
the·• FAO as well as by the reprasentati n- o:f tjle related Hungarian institutes. 
Finally, Mr I.-GE.RGELY 1 Deputy-Minister awarded: honours and prizes. 

The Congress ••s formally opened, in the absence o:f_Mr G.FRANZ, President of 
the InternationalAssociation of Agricultural lluseUllls, by Kr S.NIELSEN, Vice-pre
sident. He presented to 1lessrs G.E.FUSSELL, A.STEENSBERG, F.SACH and J.JUTOLCSI, 

honorary members of the Association, the d-ip_loma of honorar;:r_ m.e=m_oership and �--· 
commemorative medal bestowed be the Hungarian Agricultural MuseU111 on this occasion. 

After the opening of the Congress, the participants paid a Tisit to the BW1ga
rian Agricultural MuseUJ11 where, on the occasion of the jubil�e,-two separate 
exhibitions had been arranged: one referring to ·the past 75 years of the MuseUJ11, 
the other one concerning the history o:f the agricultural professional training in 
Hungary. 

In the evening, Mr I.GERGELY, Deputy-Minister held a reception in honour of 
the participants of the Congress. 

The debates of the Congress started in the afternoon and kept on going on 
the 20th, 22nd and 23rd of April in the lecture-rooms of the Hungarian Acadeacy-
of Sciences and, in the case of Section V., in the council-hall of the Hungarian 
Agricultural Muselllll, respectively, On the 21st, three parallel excursions were 

organized: 1/ to the Great Hungarian Plain, 2/ to the lake Balaton, 3/ to the Da
nube bend. All of them were c/onnected with the call on certain muaeUllls as well as 
state farms or cooperative farms, respectively. Participants making a longer stay 
could have partaken in an excursion to the Biikk mountain. 

The lectures and discussions of the Congress; were held in 6 sections, in the 
following order. 

Section I: Ag:;:omuaeology 

Organizer: l4r P.SZILAGYI, Budapest, Hungary. Chairmen: Messrs L.VLCSK6, Buda
pest, Hungary; V.K.PESTRliKOV, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.; C.A.JEWELL, Reading, United 
Kingdom; S.NIELSEN, Lyngby, Denmark. 

G.H.RIVIIDIE, Paris, France: Con:f'irmations et perspectives nouvelle& dans le domaine 
de ls mue�ologie agricols 
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